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Insider’s View

Oilseed rape selection is no
longer just about gross 

output and high oil content,
loaded agronomic traits are
now just as important. Cue,
the first commercial variety

from KWS’ new hybrid
breeding programme, KWS

Granos. CPM gets the scoop.

By Melanie Jenkins 
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Gold flowering 
Granos

For the past few years, some may have
noticed an absence of new oilseed rape
varieties coming from KWS’s breeding 
programme, however this is changing. Back
in 2020, the firm made the decision to stop
producing new conventional varieties and
instead focus solely on hybrids. 

Since then, several varieties going
through the company’s breeding programme
have stood out, but it’s KWS Granos that is
the first one to be made commercially 
available. According to Beckii Gibbs of
United Oilseeds, it’s been a while since KWS
has had a variety of Granos’ calibre. “It’s a
big shame that the variety didn’t make it 
onto the AHDB Recommended List as it’s 
a good one.”

Granos is going to sit as an East/West
variety and be one for the non clubroot
areas of northern England rather than
Scotland, with a gross output of 105% in the
former region and an oil content of 45.5%,
says Beckii. “It’s got pod shatter and Turnip
Yellows Virus (TuYV) resistance, a score 

Beckii Gibbs feels that stem health is a strong
feature in Granos.

of 7 for light leaf spot and 5 for phoma 
stem canker.”

According to Julie Goult of KWS, it was
Granos’ phoma score combined with its
North gross output of 101%, which meant it
missed out on gaining a spot on the RL.

RL criteria
Paul Gosling of AHDB feels that OSR 
breeders have done a great job over 
recent years. “They’ve pushed the disease
resistance of varieties ever higher, bringing
in new traits, like TUYV and pod shatter
resistance, alongside increasing yield. 

“As a result, the winter OSR RL is very
competitive, and varieties must have all
bases covered to be recommended. Granos
was one of those ‘nearly’ varieties. In the end
the committee felt its phoma resistance 
wasn’t good enough for an East/West 
recommendation and its yield was too low
for the North. 

“KWS did present some data to the 
RL committee indicating Granos may have
good tolerance to verticillium, but the 
committee couldn’t take it into account
because it’s not something we currently
report in the RL, though hopefully we will be
doing so from harvest 2023,” adds Paul.

Nick Mecrow of United Oilseeds feels that
Granos is a modern hybrid, ticking several
boxes for desirable traits. “More and more,
farmers are concentrating on trying to
reduce the risks of growing OSR and one of
the biggest risks is losing the crop right at
the point of harvest, which is why having
pod shatter resistance is so important.”

Stem health is another aspect of Granos
that Beckii feels is strong. “KWS has also
demonstrated Granos has good tolerance to
verticillium stem stripe,” she adds. “It’s got

the traits that are appealing to farmers these
days. We’ve been banging on for years that
varieties should have these traits and now
KWS has brought one such variety to 
the market.”

Working in the eastern counties, Nick also
feels that one of the most attractive qualities in
a variety is strong tolerance to verticillium
stem stripe. “Growing varieties which s
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The rapid establishment and winter resilience of
Granos has impressed Lincolnshire grower
Jonathan Turner.

While many farms have reduced their OSR 
production or stopped it entirely, Jonathan and his
father, Graham, have done the exact opposite at
Church Farm, East Halton near Grimsby, with a
50% increase in OSR area over the past three
years. “OSR has always been a good break crop
for us because our land is too heavy for roots and
we grow vining peas, so beans are not an option,”
says Jonathan.

The father and son team farm 202ha, including
153ha of arable comprising 69ha of winter wheat
for feed, 36ha of OSR, 20ha of winter barley,
20ha of spring malting barley and 10ha of vining
peas, with the rest down to permanent pasture
and silage leys.

“Normally we grow two varieties of OSR, one a
conventional type for early drilling and a hybrid for
later sowing because of its added vigour,” explains
Jonathan. “In 2020/21, we had Aspire –– a 
conventional variety –– and the hybrid Aurelia, but
we lost about 16ha of that due to a combination
of dry weather after drilling and CSFB.

“Our land is quite heavy and prone to cracking,
so it’s not always possible to achieve the very 
uniform seedbeds that others on more forgiving
soils are able to do,” he explains. “We used the
recommended seed rate, but it seemed to me that
one of the reasons why it failed was simply that
there weren’t enough seeds. The crop was slow
to get away, always looked thin and when CSFB

arrived it couldn’t compete.
“We went for Granos this year on the 

recommendation of Lucy Jackson of United
Oilseeds, based on its reputation for rapid 

establishment and knowing that it would be drilled
late following spring barley. We also wanted a
variety with good resistance to pod shatter 
and LLS.”

The farm is known to be on the receiving end of
weather which locks on to the mouth of the River
Humber and follows it upstream, so conditions can
be very changeable, says Jonathan.

“In 2022, after a very long dry period, which
started in the spring and lasted throughout the
summer, we had 30mm of rain at the end of
August. The field earmarked for KWS Granos had
one pass with a Simba Express, the five leading
tines set 200mm deep, and the crop was drilled
into medium loam and a moist seedbed on 
2 September with our Amazone AD-P 303.

“Alternate coulters were removed to give 25cm
row spacing and the others were set in the float
position to sow 10mm deep. The seed was 
covered over by the following harrow and the field
immediately rolled to help conserve moisture.”

Jonathan admits he’s not a fan of using 
pre-emergence herbicides and likes the crop to 
be well established before applying any herbicide.

“OSR is an expensive crop to grow and the
costs are front-loaded, so before making any
additional investment we want it to prove the
potential is there to justify further spending.”

Once planted, the variety emerged very 
quickly, he says. “It never looked back, quickly
catching some Acacia which had been drilled
three weeks earlier.

“We were concerned that being late sown, it
wouldn’t be large enough going into winter and
able to resist pigeon damage, but the crop came
into spring unscathed. And CSFB hasn’t been a
problem for it either,” he adds.

Jonathan points out that moisture holds the key.
“If the crop is sown into moist soil and gets going
quickly, it can outgrow the damage caused by
CSFB and go on to produce good results. Last 
season they caused little damage and we 
managed to get by with just one insecticide.

“Big crops going into winter often get hit hard
during the spring by larvae in the stems, but by the
beginning of March there was little sign of trouble.
The crop is in great shape and full of promise.”

Granos has received one application of
Centurion Max (clethodim) for post-emergence
control of annual and grassweeds. And Astrokerb
(propyzamide+ aminopyralid) was applied to 
control blackgrass, poppy, mayweed and other
grass and broadleaf weeds.

“Having received two insecticides and 
50kgN/ha in granular form, Granos has put on 
a lot of growth as it took up the nitrogen and 
powered away,” says Jonathan.

Going forward, it’ll receive fertiliser up to
200kgN/ha, plus a comprehensive agrochemical
programme designed to maximise the crop’s 
performance throughout the season, he adds.
“We’re very pleased with what we‘ve seen of
Granos so far.”

A new chapter?

Jonathan Turner chose Granos based on its
reputation for rapid establishment and because 
he wanted a variety with good resistance to pod
shatter and LLS.

Julie Goult points out that Granos sits in the
medium flowering window with a score of 7, has
a maturity of 6 and also has the pod shatter
(PoSh) gene.

demonstrate this is further helping to 
reduce risk.”

But because Granos is a new variety, Nick
hasn’t yet seen it come to harvest. “I have
two growers with Granos in the ground and
what I’ve seen of the variety so far appears
to be good. It’s hard to say definitively at this
point, so we’ll have to wait until harvest to
know exactly how Granos performs.”

Julie points out that Granos sits in the
medium flowering window with a score of 7,
has a maturity of 6 and also has the pod
shatter (PoSh) gene.

The variety comes from KWS’ German
breeding programme, which is a fairly new
direction for the firm. “It’s very encouraging
to be getting hybrids from both France and
Germany into official UK trials,” says Julie.
“Four or five years ago we weren’t entering
any material from Germany and now we’ve
seen Granos make its way to being a 
candidate variety for the RL and we have

more material in National List trials. It’ll be an
interesting space over the next few years.”

According to KWS, its programme has
always looked to produce varieties with
good standing and disease resistance,
specifically light leaf spot, and for some
years has pot tested for verticillium with
ADAS. “We, unfortunately, had a variety that
crashed to verticillium eight years ago, so
now we test everything and throw a lot of
material out,” explains Julie. “It’s very difficult
to breed resistance to the disease, but 
by testing varieties we know they won’t 
succumb as badly as Quartz did.”

It’s also becoming an expectation that
new varieties should have pod shatter and
TuYV resistances, she says. “And we can
tick those boxes with the new material we
have coming forward.”

According to Pei-Chen Wu, KWS’ OSR
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Gross output yield (% treated controls)

UK gross output 104

East/West region 105

North region treated 101

Disease

Light leaf spot 7

Phoma stem canker 5

Verticillium stem stripe* (rated 1-5 by KWS) 5 

TuYV R

PoSH R

Agronomy

Lodging (% + PGR) [8]

Stem stiffness 8

Earliness of flowering 7

Earliness of maturity 6
Sources: AHDB Recommended List trials and 
*KWS, [] – limited data

KWS Granos at a glance

According to Pei-Chen Wu, a lot of focus has
been put into the disease resistance of hybrid
varieties in the firm’s breeding programme.

breeder, a lot of focus has been put into the
disease resistance of hybrid varieties in the
firm’s breeding programme. “It’s now easier
to stack multiple resistances in one variety,
and Granos is one of these.”

And with growers still severely feeling the
loss of neonicotinoids, autumn and spring
vigour have become a more important focus
for breeding programmes, explains Julie.
“We’ve noticed farmers are drilling OSR 
earlier and earlier. And although growers
have the option to go in late with hybrids, 
if there’s moisture then they want to get 
the crop in before the end of August and 
the peak period for cabbage stem flea 
beetle migration.”

In further efforts to tackle the pervasive
pest, KWS is specifically looking to identify
new varieties with resistance or tolerance to
it, according to Pei-Chen. “Our focus to 
tackle CSFB hasn’t just been about how 
vigorous a variety is but is also looking at
other potential traits and genetic factors. 
We know that the pest is one of the biggest
concerns for growers and although there’s
no resistance labelling yet, we’re finding 
variation in the material we, and our 
partners, are doing research into. There are
some interesting results to look out for in 
the future.”

So where does Granos fit into the market?
The firm was naturally disappointed that the
variety wasn’t elevated to the RL but feels
this by no means diminishes its traits, says
Julie. “LG Aurelia is the best-selling variety 
in the UK and Granos more or less matches
it, with as high a gross output in the
East/West, and it equals its standing 

ability with slightly earlier flowering.” 
Julie believes the variety has a lot to offer

even though it didn’t secure a place on the
RL. “Granos is one point adrift in terms of
phoma stem canker scoring but in our own
verticillium tests it has done better.”

And as with other crops, having a mix of
varieties from different genetic sources could
be a wise decision, she suggests. “Anyone
already growing Aurelia should find that
Granos fits well in their rotation.”

The talk in the industry is that the coming
summer may see growers struggling to get
seed stocks for some varieties in good time
for early drilling. “We saw a lot of early
drilling last year, with growers wanting seed
ready on farm so they could drill when 
conditions were right, but there will be
Granos seed available,” says Beckii. 

Julie feels that after a few years of muted
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progress for KWS’ OSR varieties, the firm
has now got things right with some exciting
new varieties in the pipeline. n


